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Satellites and AshtonB. Carter
Anti-Satellites
The LimitsofthePossible
AXnalysisof the complex anti-satellite(ASAT) issue is stillin its infancy.There are signs, however,
that the subject will have to grow up fast in the coming year. The Geneva
arms controlnegotiationsseem likelyto departthe familiarterrainof strategic
and theaternuclear weapons and launch into the lesser-knownreaches of
space. As the ASAT issue gains prominence,membersofthe nationalsecurity
communitywill need to acquaint themselveswith its specialized jargon and
technologies. Justas a rudimentaryunderstanding of throwweight,flight
times, and post boost vehicles is indispensable to discussion of strategic
forces and arms control, so a modest knowledge of orbitsand satellitesis
necessary forinformeddiscussion of ASAT. One purpose of this articleis to
provide thatbackground to non-technicalreaders.1
Militaryand technicalanalysis, of course, will play only a modest part in
the ASAT policy process, gettingsubmergedquicklyin the swirlof domestic
politics,posturingat the negotiatingtable, legalisms, and bureaucraticinterests. In addition, the politicalagenda of conciliationor competitionwith the
Soviet Union is a paramount, and within limits legitimate,basis for supporting or rejecting an arms control approach. Yet behind these political
This articleis based upon a paper prepared forthe Aspen StrategyGroup Summer Workshop
on "Anti-SatelliteWeapons and the Evolving Space Regime," Aspen, Colorado, August 12-14,
1985. The author wishes to thank the Aspen StrategyGroup forits hospitality.Material in this
paper was presented previously by the author at: the Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment's "Workshop on Arms Control in Space" (January30-31, 1984; proceedings published as OTA-BP-ISC-28);the Annual Meetingofthe AmericanAssociationforthe Advancement
of Science (May 28, 1984); the MITRE CorporationNational SecurityIssues Symposium (October
25-26, 1984); the United States Space Foundation Annual Symposium (November 26-28, 1984);
and in the author's testimonybeforethe Senate Armed Services Committee(March 18, 1985).
Harvard
AshtonB. Carteris AssociateProfessor
ofPublicPolicyat theKennedySchoolofGovernment,
and AssociateDirectoroftheSchool'sCenterforScienceand International
University,
Affairs.
1. See also: RobertB. Giffen,U.S. Space SystemSurvivability:
StrategicAlternatives
forthe1990's,
National Defense UniversityMonograph 82-4; Donald L. Hafner, "Avertinga Brobdingnagian
Skeet Shoot: Arms Control Measures forAnti-SatelliteWeapons," Interniational
Security,Vol. 5,
No. 3 (Winter1980-81), pp. 41-60; Richard L. Garwin, Kurt Gottfried,and Donald L. Hafner,
"AntisatelliteWeapons," Scientific
June 1984, pp. 45-55; Colin S. Gray, "Space is not
Americani,
a Sanctuary,"Survival,Vol. 25, No. 5 (September/October1983), pp. 194-204; Michael M. May,
Waror Peace in Space, CaliforniaSeminar on Arms Controland ForeignPolicy Discussion Paper
No. 93, March 1981; Lt. Col. Charles H. MacGregor and Maj. Lee H. Livingston,eds., Air Force
SpaceHandbook,Air University,Maxwell AFB, Alabama, AU-18 eleventhrevision(August 1977);
and Paul Stares, TheMilitarizationi
ofSpace: U.S. Policy1945-1984(Ithaca, N.Y.: CornellUniversity
Press, 1985).
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agendas and otherdiversionsare concreteand specificthreatsto U.S. military
securityand to peace. These are the bedrock and ultimaterationale of all
U.S. militaryprogramsand arms controleffortsin space.
Discussion of arms controlfornuclear forceshas come over the years to
revolve around a canon of "problems" and a body of lore about which
developments are destabilizingor disadvantageous to U.S. security.It is no
secret that many of these problems have in fact littletechnical or military
basis; they are salient only because the political process has invested so
heavilyin them. Militaryspace operationsare a newer focusforarms control,
and a comparable canon of problems has not yetbeen framed,eitherwithin
the U.S. or in negotiationsbetween the U.S. and the U. S.S.R.2 It is important
that ASAT issues be formulatedat this early stage with adequate regard for
technicaland militaryfactors,before they gain politicalmomentum. Phony
"windows of vulnerability"become hard to dispel later. A second purpose
of this article is to identifythe technical and militaryfactorsthat should
informa mature policy debate.
For many, militaryactivities in outer space have a certain mystiquereflectedequally in urgings that we "must seize the high ground" and that
we "must avoid militarizingspace"-that is not veryhelpfulin perceivingor
obtainingthe militaryspace programswe need. This articlestartsfromthe
premise that however special or dramaticspace mightappear, it should be
regarded merely as another medium for national security activities. We
should apply to militarymissions conducted fromspace the same standards
of cost effectiveness,survivability,and trade-offswith alternativesthat we
apply to our other militarydecisions. The drama can be taken into account
afterwe have gottenour bearings in a more hard-headed militarysense. Nor
does this article seek arms control "solutions" for ASAT problems to the
In fact,it is
neglect of unilateralmilitaryinitiativesand acts of self-restraint.
not clear that ASATs are a fruitful,or even an appropriate,focus for arms
control. For one thing, some satellite functionsare easily disrupted-too
easily to be verifiablyprohibited. For another, some satellitefunctionsare
threateningand do not deserve sanctuary.Furthermore,unilateralsatellite
survivabilitymeasures mightsufficeto give adequate protectionto stabilizing
space missions like missile warningwithoutthe help of negotiatedrestraints.
Elaboratingthese statements,which togethercompel some skepticismabout
the value of ASAT arms control,is the thirdpurpose of this article.
2. The U.S.-Soviet anti-satellitenegotiationsconducted in the late 1970sframedthe ASAT issues
of the time, but without the conspicuous political and public attentionthat space is receiving
today.
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A healthyskepticism,however,is not the last word on ASAT arms control.
To be sure, the objections to comprehensiveASAT arms controlare sound
and persuasive. Can one conclude that the logical contradictionsof ASAT
arms control are so pervasive that there is simply no scope for negotiated
measures thatwould provide genuine stabilizingbenefitswithoutdisserving
U.S. militaryinterests?Something like this conclusion seems to have been
Yet upon close analysis, it appears
arrivedat by the Reagan Administration.3
thattheremightbe ASAT proposals, albeit limitedand rathercomplex ones,
that satisfyeven the most stringentprecautionsagainst U.S. militarydisadvantage. Sketchingthese proposals is the fourthpurpose of this article.
Plainly,a greatdeal more analysis needs to be done on the ASAT question.
Given the currentstate of research,furtheranalysis is almost certainto yield
new insights.This is particularlytrueof,first,the competitionbetween ASAT
technologiesand satellitedefense measures-a matterfortechnicians-and,
second, the plausible circumstancesand purposes of attackson satellites-a
matterfor strategistsand political scientists.This articlethereforesuggests
many more avenues of inquiry than it can pursue adequately. Providing a
rubricforfurtherdetailed researchis the fifthand finalpurpose of thisarticle.
CurrentMilitaryUses ofSpace
For the thirtyyears of the space age, militaryspace activitieshave been
divided into five traditionalmissions: communications,reconnaissance and
surveillance, navigation, meteorology,and geodesy. This section surveys
these currentspace missions. No other missions have yet proved attractive
enough to the superpowers to result in deployment. A remarkableamount
ofauthoritativeinformationis available fromU.S. sources on the entireSoviet
militaryspace program.4Several specificU.S. space systemscannot be discussed at all in an unclassifiedsetting.But general characteristicsof military
satellitesand theirorbitsfollow frombasic technicalconsiderations.
ORBIT TYPES

A small vocabulary of satellite orbits is an indispensable background for
following the ASAT discussion (Figures 1-4). Learning this vocabulary is
3. Reportto theCongresson U.S. Policyon ASAT ArmsControl,The WhiteHouse, March 31, 1984.
4. A useful and well-informedcompendium of Soviet space activitiesis published every year
by Nicholas L. Johnson, Principal Technologist at Teledyne Brown Engineering, Colorado
Springs, Colorado 80910.
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Figure1 THE FOURMAJORORBITTYPES,drawnhereto scale, containalmostall militarysatellites.The LEO region,representedherebya 1500 km(930 mi.)circular
orbit,is subjectto attackby boththe US and Soviet ASATs.The US ASATalso
has the propulsivecapabilityto attackMolniyaorbit,thoughit willnot in fact
have thatcapabilityin its proposedoperationaldeployment;the Soviet ASAT
cannotattackMolniyaorbit.NeitherASATcan climbto semi-synchronous
orbit
or GEO. The natureand orbitsof US reconnaissancesatellitesare classified.
The supersynchronous
regionabove GEO is littlepopulatedtoday,but its vast
reachesofferopportunities
forsatellitesurvivability
thatare likelyto be exploitedin the future.
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made easy by the fact that orbitalmotion is independent of spacecraftsize
and weight, so all satellitestravel around a given orbitin exactlythe same
way regardless of theirnatures.5
All orbitsare circlesor ellipses. Ratherthan quoting the dimensions of the
orbititself,it is customaryto quote its altitude above the earth for circular
orbitsand the altitudeof its highestpoint (apogee) and lowest point (perigee)
for elliptical orbits. A satellite's speed is greaterin low orbit than in high
orbit and greater at perigee than at apogee. The lowest possible orbit-a
circularorbitjust above the atmosphereat an altitudeof 200 kilometers(km)
or so-has the shortestpossible period, about 90 minutes. Satellitesin highaltitude orbits have most of a hemisphere in view at one time, but only a
smaller patch of the earth's surfaceis visible fromlow orbit(Figures 5 and
6).
As the satellite moves through its orbit, the earth turns below it. The
satellite'sground track,tracingthe point on the earth's surfacedirectlybelow
the satellite,is the composite of these two independent motions (Figure 7).
Orbits are termed "equatorial," "polar," or "inclined" depending on the
orientationofthe orbitalplane withrespectto theplane ofthe earth'sequator.
If the inclination angle is small, only a small band above and below the
equator can be surveyed, the highest latitude reached by the ground track
being equal to the inclinationangle. Only polar orbitsoverflythe entireearth
surface.
Justfive orbittypes contain all militarysatellites.
LOW EARTH ORBIT (LEO).
"LEO" is the term applied to the region below
about 5000 km altitude. Orbits there have periods rangingfrom90 minutes
to a few hours.
GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ORBIT (GEO). A circularorbitwith altitude 35,700 km (6
earth radii)-extending about a tenthof the way to the moon-has a period
of 24 hours. A satellitein eastward equatorial orbitat this altitudetherefore
remains over the same point on the equator as both it and the earth go
around. The satellitehas line-of-sightcontactwith more than 80 percent of
the hemisphere beneath it. To all observers who can see the satellite, it
remainsin the same position in the sky at all times. Several satellitesspaced
evenly around the equator give coverage of the whole world except the polar
5. This seemingly insignificantfact is actually a deep physical principle and is the basis of
Einstein's general theoryof relativity.
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Figure2 SPECIFICATIONSOF ORBITTYPE includeinclination
angle as well as altitude.
The inclination
angle is the angle made bythe orbitalplane and the plane of
the earth'sequator.The orbitsof most LEO military
satellitesare polar; Molniyaorbitsare always inclined;currently-populated
semi-synchronous
orbits
are inclined;and the GEO beltis equatorial.
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regions (Figure 8). Most U.S. and an increasingnumber of Soviet communications satellitesare in geosynchronousorbit.
MOLNIYA ORBITS. The appealing propertyof geosynchronousorbit-uninterruptedvisibilitybetween an earth station and a single satellite-can be
partiallyrealized with the Molniya orbit,named afterthe familyof Soviet
communicationssatellitesthatmakes use of it. The orbitis highlyelliptical40,000 km apogee and 500 km perigee-and has a 12-hourperiod. Because
a satellitein Molniya orbittravelsveryslowlynear its apogee and veryrapidly
at perigee, it spends more than 11 of every12 hours on one side of the earth.
The orbit is inclined, so the satellite dwells high over the northernhemisphere-convenient for communicationswithin the U.S.S.R. The particular
inclinationangle of 63 degrees is chosen because at this angle the orbit is
stable and does not driftunder the influenceof the earth's equatorial bulge.
SEMI-SYNCHRONOUS
ORBIT. A circularorbitat an altitude of 20,000 km has
a 12-hourperiod. This general altitude band is referredto as semi-synchronous orbitand is sometimesdefined to range all the way fromLEO to GEO.
SUPER-SYNCHRONOUS
ORBIT. Orbitsbetween GEO and the moon are thinly
populated today but offervast reaches forstationingfuturemilitarysatellites.
The U.S. deployed a constellationof nuclear burst detectionsatellitesin 11day orbitshalfwayto the moon in the 1960s.
COMMUNICATIONS

There are only two ways to communicateinformationover long distances
within seconds-by landline (including transoceanic cable) and by radio.
Because the earth is round, line-of-sightradio contactbetween widely separated points on the earth's surface is impossible. One way to propagate
radio waves over the horizon is to bounce them offthe ionosphere; shortwave (HF, high frequency)radio propagation in this manner was until recentlythe U.S. Navy's chiefmeans ofcommunicatingwithits far-flung
ships.
But ionospheric reflectionis unreliable and cannot support large rates of
message traffic.Long-distance communicationcompanies have long placed
microwave radio relays on towers and mountaintops for over-the-horizon
relay.The communicationssatelliteis just an extensionof the relayprinciple
to higheraltitudes and consequentlylonger relay distances.
Most operational communicationssatellites (COMSATs) today use ultrahigh frequencies (UHF) and super-high frequencies (SHF), but extremely
high frequency(EHF) systemsare under development. The move to higher
frequenciesformilitarysatellitecommunication(SATCOM) is motivatedby
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SATELLITECONSTELLATIONSillustratethe fourorbitcategories.
Figure3 MILITARY
(a) Five US TRANSITnavigationsatellitesin polarLEO,arrangedin fiveseparateorbitalplanes.
satellitesin GEO equatorialorbit.
(b) FourUS DSCS communications
satellitesin inclinedMolniya(hence
(c) FourSoviet Molniyacommunications
the orbitname) orbits,arrangedin fourplanes.
(d) EighteenUS NavstarGPS navigationand nuclearburstdetectionsatellites
orbits,arrangedin six planes.
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satellitesdeployedbythe US and the USSR
Figure4 TYPICALDISTRIBUTIONof military
at any giventimeis brokendown in the bar chartaccordingto two factors:
and D.L. Hafner,"Antiorbittypeand mission.(FromR.L.Garwin,K. Gottfried,
satelliteWeapons,"ScientificAmerican,June1984.)
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radio waves have a higherlimitto their
five factors.First,higher-frequency
andata-carryingcapacitythan lower-frequencywaves. Second, transmitting
tennas for higher frequenciescan be made smaller without sacrificingperdish is determinedby the
formance,since the effectivenessof a transmitter
Three
ratioof its size to the wavelength of the radio waves it is transmitting.
additionalreasons favorhigh frequencies(accompanied by wide bandwidths)
forthe peculiar needs of militarySATCOM: 1) it is easier to protecthigherfrequencylinks against hostile jamming; 2) covert("low-probability-of-intercept" or LPI) communication,which does not betray the location of the
transmitting
ground terminal,is easier with wide bandwidths; and 3) higher
frequenciessufferless distortionin passing throughan ionosphere disturbed
by nuclear detonations. Laser communicationis also coming into use for
links. Ground-to-space
links and for satellite-to-aircraft
satellite-to-satellite
laser communicationlinks could obviously be frustratedby clouds.
MilitaryCOMSATs are deployed in a varietyof orbits.GEO is high enough
to allow widely separated ground stationsto communicatethrougha single
satellite, and a stationarysatellite makes it easy for users to point their
antennas. But the polar regions are invisiblefromgeosynchronousequatorial
orbit.The Soviets, with many militaryinstallationsat high latitudes,deploy
COMSATs in Molniya orbits. A communications satellite in LEO is only
visible at any given time froma relativelysmall patch of earth below. Two
terminalswithin the patch can communicatedirectly,but widely separated
users must store messages on board the satellitewhen it is overhead, ordering the satelliteto "dump" the message when it passes over the recipient.
The Soviets deploy large numbers of such store-and-dumpsatellitesin LEO.
Users of militarySATCOM fallinto threecategories:high-data-ratepeacetime users, including intelligenceand diplomatic terminals;tactical forces
needing moderatedata ratesbut worldwide coverage,smallmobile terminals,
and resilienceto disruption;and nuclear forcesand theircommanders,needing low data ratesbut performanceunder severe stress.Today's U.S. Defense
Satellite Communications System (DSCS, pronounced "discus"), Fleet Satellite Communications (FleetSatCom), and Air Force Satellite Communications (AFSATCOM) systemscorrespondroughlyto this tripartitedivision.
The DSCS is the U.S. government'sversionofINTELSAT, providingworldwide (except the polar regions) high-data-ratevoice and data communications. The main peacetime DSCS users are the Diplomatic Telecommunications Service (DTS) linking embassies worldwide with Washington,
intelligenceusers moving large amounts of data, the major militarycom-
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mands, and the White House CommunicationsAgency (WHCA) on Presidential trips.DSCS provides U.S. embassies and otheroverseas installations
with a link to Washingtonthatcannot be severed at will by the host government. The DSCS would also serve U.S. task forcesdeployed to a crisisarea.
In the event of nuclear war, the DSCS satellites could connect warning
sensors to ground and air-bornecommand posts and the command posts to
B-52and B-1 bombers, cruise missile carriers,and Minutemanlaunch control
centers.During the Mayaguez incidentin 1975, the Presidentcommunicated
with the Marine commander of the landing partythroughthe DSCS system.
The DSCS constellationconsists of four spacecraftplus two on-orbitspares
in case offailure,positioned in synchronousequatorialorbitover the Atlantic,
the Indian Ocean, and the eastern and western Pacific.
The FleetSatCom (FLTSAT) constellationconsists of foursynchronoussatellitesdistributedabout the equator in almost the same positions as the four
DSCS spacecraft.The FLTSATs relay a fleetwidebroadcast, transmittedto
the satellitesfromground stations,forwhich almost all Navy ships have a
receiver.Many surfaceships and submarinescan transmitmessages back to
shore stations as well. All channels in the FLTSAT system operate in the
militaryUHF band except foran SHF uplink that carriesthe fleetbroadcast
up to the satellites.
The AFSATCOM programdoes not consist of a particularsatelliteconstellation,but ratherof communicationspackages on spacecraftdesigned sometimes forentirelyother purposes. In addition to channels on the FLTSATs,
the AFSATCOM system includes communicationspackages on the DSCS
spacecraft,coveringthe non-polarregions;on the SatelliteData System(SDS)
spacecraftin Molniya orbits;and, in the future,on the eighteen satellitesof
the Navstar Global PositioningSystem(GPS) constellation,providingworldwide coverage. Obviously, almost any militaryspacecraftwould make a
convenient "host" for a small AFSATCOM transponder,and it would be
possible in principle for the Department of Defense (DoD) to put simple
transponderson civilian satellitesas well.
The array of COMSATs available to the U.S. militaryis completed by a
few Allied systems, various experimentalcommunicationsspacecraft,and
out-of-service
but stillpartiallyusable satellites.Servicesof COMSATs owned
by civilian companies and other nations might in some circumstancesbe
made available to the military.
Transmittinga message fromone hemisphere to another requires an intermediateground stationin view of two satellites,the satellitesin turnbeing
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Figure5 VIEWOF EARTHFROM36,000KM GEOSYNCHRONOUSHEIGHTover0 degrees
latitudeand longitude.(AdaptedfromW.G.Collinsand J.L.van Genderen,FundamentalsofRemoteSensing,London,1974.)

Dashed circleindicates
visibleEarthsurface
from1000 KM height
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Figure6 VIEWOF EARTHFROM 1000 KM HEIGHTwithsatellitenadirat 0 degrees latitude and longitude.(AdaptedfromW.G.Collinsand J.L.van Genderen,FundamentalsofRemoteSensing,London,1974.)
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in view of the originatorand recipient.Likewise, a low-earthorbitingsatellite
that collectsits data out of sight of its processing stationmust have eithera
local earth station connected by landline or satelliterelay to the processing
station,or tape recordersto store the data until the satellitepasses over the
processing station and can "dump" it. And control of complex spacecraft
requiringfrequentground commands depends on a worldwide networkof
earth stations. Suitably located earth stations stable to politicalchange, not
to mention militaryconflict,are hard to provide. Direct satellite-to-satellite
relay links avoid all these problems. NASA's Trackingand Data Relay SatelliteSystem(TDRSS), consistingof a pair of spacecraftin synchronousorbit,
will provide essentiallyuninterruptedrelaybetween satellitesat all altitudes
and a ground station at White Sands, New Mexico. Satellitecrosslinksand
relay COMSATs are crucial for freeing satellites of their dependence on
overseas ground stations.

RECONNAISSANCE

AND

SURVEILLANCE

Electromagneticradiation emittedor reflectedfromterrestrialobjects can be
detected from space in any of the three wavelength bands to which the

Table 1. Communications Satellites
Orbit

Approximate Number*

GEO
GEO
Transponders attached to military
satellites in a wide varietyof
orbits.
GEO
equatorial and polar
Molniya
GEO

4-6
4-6
>25

System
U.S.
DSCS
FLTSATCOM
AFSATCOM
MILSTAR
(planned)
SDS
TDRSS
U.S.S.R.
Various
Molniya
Tactical, "Store
and Dump"

GEO
Molniya
LEO

6-8
3
2
10
12
25

* Denotesnominalconstellation
activepopulation.
size (actualor planned)or averageon-orbit
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interveningatmosphereis transparent,viz., the visibleband, certaininfrared
bands, and the microwave radio band. It follows that these are the bands
used formilitarysurveillance.
In peacetime, these remote sensing techniques are used to characterize
foreignweapons forU.S. forceplanning and treatymonitoringand to contributeto strategicwarning. Collection of peacetime intelligenceis characterized by a leisurelytimescale and a benign environment.Naturallyone would
like to use these remote sensing techniques forwartimepurposes as welltrackingfleetmovements,locatingrear area targets,sortingout enemy lines
of supply and command, monitoringactivitiesat airbases, interceptingfield
communications,warning of enemy advances, and so on. Though many of
the same remote sensing technologies apply to both tactical and strategic
intelligence,there are three crucial differencesbetween these two missions.
First,battlefieldintelligencemust be processed and disseminated rapidly if
it is to be useful. Second, tactical sensors of genuine militaryvalue must
expect to come under attack,whereas peacetime intelligencecollectionis not
directlyimpeded. Third, space-based sensors-a necessarilyglobal capabiland survivabilitywith other collecity-must compete in cost-effectiveness
and
tors, such as aircraft
remotelypiloted vehicles, which can be brought
rapidly to bear in a theaterof conflict.These factorsmake the notion of an
"electronicbattlefield"orchestratedfrom space somewhat less compelling
than a firstthoughtmightsuggest. Since tacticalintelligenceis probablythe
most importantpotential contributionto directmilitarystrengththat space
can make, trade-offagainst non-space collectorsis a crucialissue.
In the realm of nuclear operations, space is used to detectmissilelaunches
and nuclear detonations. Missile warning data permits the safe escape of
bombers, tankers,cruise missile carriers,airbornecommand posts, and, for
launch-under-attack
(LUA), ICBMs. Confirmationof detonationson U.S. soil
mightalso serve as a last check on an LUA decision. But the most important
use of missile launch and nuclear detonationdata would probablybe to give
decision-makersa clear assessment of what happened-information crucial
to responsible action and, under the chaotic circumstances,hard to come by
otherwise.
IMAGERY. The resolution of a given spaceborne optical camera is proportional to its altitude.6Thus a photoreconnaissancesatelliteorbitingat 200 km

6. In practicemany factorsdetermineimage quality,includingcontrast,brightness,air quality,
and others.
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Figure7 GROUNDTRACKof a two-hourcircularorbitinclined60 degrees.The altitude
ofthisorbitis about 1600 kilometers(1000 miles),or a fourthofthe earth's
radius.The satellitemakes 12 revolutionsin a day,whilethe earthturnsjust
crosses the equatoron 12 descendonce beneathit.The groundtracktherefore
itselfeveryday.The highestlatiing passes and 12 ascendingpasses, retracing
angle of 60
tude surveyedbythe satelliteis equal to the chosen inclination
degrees,meaningthatthe satelliteneverpasses directlyoverpointsmore
than Leningrad,Oslo, and Anchorage.Since the periodis exactly2
northerly
hours,the satelliteretracesthe same groundtrackeveryday,gettingthe same
view.Changingthe periodto slightlymoreor slightlyless than2 hours(or
allowingthe unevenshape ofthe earthand otherfactorsto cause natural
precession)would cause the entiregroundtrackpatternto shiftslightlysideways everyday ratherthanto reproduceitselfexactly.Eventuallythe shifting
patternwould pass overthe entireearthbetween60 degrees northand 60
degrees south latitude,allowingthisentireregionto be surveyedin detail.
visiSince the orbitaltitudeis quite high,the satelliteactuallyhas line-of-sight
bilityto higherlatitudes,and the satellite'ssensorscan surveya swath on
eitherside ofthe groundtrack.
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altitude and yielding imagerywith one-footresolution (about the view the
human eye gets fromthe top of a skyscraper)would at 5000 km yieldLandsatlike imageryuseful for forestryand forNationalGeographic,
but useless for
most intelligencepurposes. Photoreconnaissancesatellitesare thereforeconfined to low-earth orbit. Coverage at all latitudes requires polar orbits for
these satellites.If the satellitefurthermore
has an on-orbitlifetimeof longer
than a month,it should make use of the sun-synchronouspropertyof certain
near-polarorbits,which maintain the same orientationwith respect to the
sun as the seasons change, always takingpicturesat the same local time on
the earth below regardless of season (Figure 9). Low altitude, polar, sunsynchronousorbitis thereforethe home of long-livedphotoreconnaissance
satellites.
Infraredcameras would collectinformationabout the surfacetemperature
of objects on the earth, potentiallyrevealing features obscured at visible
wavelengths. Radar images can be formed by illuminatingthe earth with
microwaves and collectingthe reflectedsignals.7Radar satelliteswould provide nighttimeand all-weatherimagery,since theywould supply theirown
illumination,and microwaves penetrateeasily throughclouds.
SIGNAL DETECTION.
Satellites can also detect discrete signals in the three
atmosphericbands, including microwave pulses fromthe air defense radar
on a ship, telemetryfroma cruise missile test vehicle, the visible flash of a
nuclear detonation, or the infraredplume of an ICBM launch. If the signal
is sharply structuredin time-like the flash of a nuclear burst or the pulses
of a radar-the emitter'slocation can be deduced fromthe differencesamong
the signal's arrivaltimes at several well-separatedsatellites.
Orbits for signal detection should be chosen to provide continuous coverage of targetareas, preventingthe opponent fromperformingtests, sending messages, moving mobile radars, or launching missiles during coverage
gaps. Geosynchronous orbitsoffercontinuous dwell over mid-latitudes;the
U.S. acknowledges stationingwarningsatellitesthere.Long dwell times(and

7. Orbiting syntheticaperture radar (SAR) imaging systems provide their own (microwave)
illumination,which penetrates cloud cover. The SAR satelliteemits a pulse and processes the
reflectedsignal. The returnsfromdifferentpatches of earthare separated as follows: the delay
between generationof the pulse and receiptof the returngives the patch's distance fromthe
satellite;the frequencyof the returngives the patch's angle with respectto the satellite'sground
track,since returnsfrompatches in frontof the satelliteare Doppler shiftedto higherfrequencies
(like the siren of an approaching ambulance), returnsfrompatches behind the satelliteto lower
frequencies(like a receding ambulance), and patches to the side at the same frequencyas the
emittedpulse. Sorted in this way, the returnsfromall the patches can be combined to forman
image of the scene below. The data rate and processing load froman SAR are very great.
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coverage of northernlatitudes) are also possible from Molniya orbits; the
Soviet Union deploys warning satellitesin thisway. Continuous coverage by
several widely separated satellites,permittingemitterlocation by the timedifference-of-arrival
technique, requires a "birdcage" constellation;the U.S.
Nuclear Detection System (NDS) aboard the Navstar GPS satelliteis in this
kind of orbit.
Apart from geosynchronous missile warning and birdcage NDS deployment, the U.S. has not revealed the locations of its other signal detection
satellites. They could make use of all three possibilities: geosynchronous,
Molniya, and low- and mid-altitude"birdcage" constellations.
NAVIGATION

Navigation is not a glamorous mission, but it is essential for supporting
reconnaissance,weapon delivery(includingSLBMs), precisionemplacement
of sensors and mines, and rendezvous. Terrestrialnavigation systems have
eitherrestrictedcoverage (LORAN) or poor accuracy (OMEGA). In one satellite navigation method, used by the U.S. Navy's TRANSIT systemand its
Soviet equivalent, the user listens to how the received frequencyof a radio
signal changes as the transmittingsatellitepasses fromhorizon to horizon,
like the wail of an ambulance siren as it firstapproaches and then recedes.

Table 2. Reconnaissanceand SurveillanceSatellites
System

Orbit

MissileWarning
NuclearBurstDetection
Photoreconnaissance
Other

GEO
inclined("birdcage")
Semi-synchronous,
LEO, polar,sun-synchronous
Classified

U.S.

U.S.S.R.
MissileWarning
Photoreconnaissance
ELINT
RadarOcean
ReconnaissanceSatellite
(RORSAT)
ElintOcean
ReconnaissanceSatellite
(EORSAT)

ApproximateNumber
3
18
few
Classified

Molniya
LEO
LEO
LEO

9
2-3
6
0-2

LEO

0-2
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Knowing the satellite'sorbitand the patternof frequencychange allows the
receiverto deduce its location on the earth's surface.Global coverage points
to polar orbitsfor these satellites,and frequentrevisitsof all locations to a
number of orbitalplanes.
In a second navigation method, the user measures the arrival times of
signals fromseveral well-separatedsatellitesand then uses the inverseof the
time-difference-of-arrival
emitterlocation technique to deduce its position.
This points to a birdcage constellationlike Navstar GPS.
METEOROLOGY

Militaryoperations, special operations, and reconnaissance planning all require knowledge of the weather patternsin distant parts of the globe. The
U.S. Defense Meteorological Support Program(DMSP) satellitesare in 850km near-polarsun-synchronousorbits.With a 100-minuteperiod, theyorbit
the earth 14 times per day. From 850-kmaltitude,the width of the swath of
earthvisiblebelow is almost 3000 km-one 14thof the earth's circumference.
Thus on its 28 passes over the equator each day, a DMSP satellite views
nearlyeverypoint on the equator twice,once on an ascending pass and once
on a descending pass. At other latitudes the swaths overlap. The U.S. also
deploys the GOES civil weather satellites in geosynchronous orbit,whose
data is available formilitaryuse, and civil weather satellitesin LEO similar
to DMSP.
GEODESY

This peacetime mapping functionhas littleimportanceforthe ASAT problem,
since it would be accomplished by the time hostilitiesbegan.

Table 3. NavigationSatellites
Orbit

ApproximateNumber

TRANSIT
NavstarGPS

LEO
Semi-synchronous

5
18

U.S.S.R.
TRANSIT-like
Navstar-like
(GLONASS)

LEO
Semi-synchronous

10
-12

System
U.S.
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Table 4.

Meteorological Satellites
System

Orbit

U.S.
Defense Meteorological
Support Program (DMSP)
GOES

LEO

2

GEO

4

U.S.S.R.
Meteor
GOMS (planned)

LEO
GEO

>3
4

Approximate Number

FutureMilitaryUses ofSpace
BENIGN

AND

THREATENING

SATELLITE

FUNCTIONS

Through the firstthree decades of the Space Age, the superpowers have
found it technicallyand economicallyattractiveto use space only forthe five
traditionalmilitarysupport missions of communications,reconnaissanceand
surveillance,navigation,meteorology,and geodesy describedabove. Though
located in space, satellitesperformthe functionsof a host of other military
equipment (reconnaissance aircraftand ships, microwave communications
towers, terrestrialnavigation beacons like LORAN) about which much less
fuss and certainlyno arms controlproposals are made. Though these satellites do not carryweapons and do not shoot anything,some of them can
directlysupport militaryoperations. It thereforeseems oddly inconsistentto
seek to create a sanctuaryin space forthis threateningmilitaryequipment.
Why shouldn't satellitesbe subject to attacklike all the otherinstrumentsof
warfare?
The impetus for negotiated limitson ASATs is the observationthat next
to these threateningsatellites is a class of relativelybenign satellites that
should not be subject to attack. Missile warning satellites exemplifythis
benign class most clearly. There could in principle arrive a day when the
U.S. saw no alternativeto large-scalenuclear attackon the Soviet Union. On
that fatefulday it would be meaningfully(decisively would be putting it
much too strongly-the Soviets have many SLBMs and othernuclear weapons) betterforthe U.S. to be sure of takingSoviet ICBMs by surprisein their
silos. To the extent (again, incomplete-the Soviets have warning radars,
too) that the capability to attack Soviet warning satellites instantlywould
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contributeto successful surprise, the U.S. would on that day wish for that
capability.Soviet warningsatelliteswould in thatcircumstancebe threatening
to U.S. militaryinterests.The problemwith acquiringthe capabilityto attack
warning satellites, and the reason why missile warning comes closest to
being a clearly "benign" space mission, is that it causes Soviet reactions in
peacetime and Soviet anxieties in crisisthat are harmfulto U.S. interests.In
most people's minds, the harm done by this capabilityon every other day
outweighs its hypotheticalvalue on the hypotheticalday of attack.
In the case of other space missions, the balance is harder to strike.The
Soviet radar ocean reconnaissance satellite(RORSAT), or ratheran improved
version thereof,capable of trackingU.S. carrierbattle groups and directing
air attacks on them would probably exemplifythe "threatening"category
most clearly. Other missions fall somewhere between benign and threatening. It is vital to realize that the designations "benign" and "threatening"
inhere not in the spacecraft'smission only, but in the circumstancesof its
use as well. A benign U.S. photoreconnaissancesatellitemonitoringa crisis
abruptlyturnsthreateningto the Soviet Union when war begins and its daily
imagerybecomes the basis forair strikeson Soviet supply lines enteringthe
theater.At that point the Soviets will wish to have an ASAT.
If today's militaryuses of space include a substantial fractionof benign
missions, in the futurethis fractionseems destined to decrease. Many of the
potential futuremilitaryuses of space-for directingtacticalbattlefieldoperations, forballistic missile defense, and so on-are clearlythreatening.It
is naturalto want to be able to threatenthese satellitesin return.Thus arises
thebasic paradox ofASAT arms control:to the extentthatASAT development
is suppressed and the vulnerabilityof spacecraftmasked, the superpowers
will be more and more temptedto deploy threateningspacecraft.And to the
extent they do so, pressures will in turn build to set aside the treatyand
deploy ASATs.
POSSIBLE

FUTURE

MILITARY

USES

OF SPACE

A host of hypotheticalfuturespace missions vie forattentionand funding.
Which of these concepts will actuallyarriveat deploymentdepends not only
on technical feasibility(not demonstratedin many cases) and the value of
the mission theyserve, but most importantlyon theirprospectsforsurviving
ASAT attack. Missions that would never be taken seriously if they had to
face an unconstrainedASAT threatwill be much more temptingifthe threat
is constrained. Since some of these missions fall decidedly in the "threaten-
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ing" category,giving them sanctuaryin space could well prove intolerable
over time.
The advance of technologywill permit
ADJUNCTS TO CURRENT MISSIONS.
support functionsperformedfromspace today to be performedbetter.For
instance,introductionof SATCOM at EHF frequenciesin the U.S. MILSTAR
systemwill allow improved resistance to jamming, low-probability-of-intercept transmissionthat does not betraythe communicator'slocation or even
existence,and betteremergencycommunicationthroughionosphericregions
disturbed by nuclear bursts. Missions performedby terrestrialequipment
today mightbe augmented or backed up by spacecraft.For instance, bluegreen laser communications are proposed as a backup to terrestrialand
airborneVLF radio forcommunicatingwithmissilesubmarines.8Space-based
infraredsensors could performthe vital job of continuously surveyingall
orbitingobjects, replacingthe currentnetworkof ground-basedradars. Relay
satelliteslike the shuttle-launchedTrackingand Data Relay SatelliteSystem
(TDRSS) continue the process of freeingU.S. satellitesfromdependence on
overseas ground stations.
ELABORATIONS TO THE NUCLEAR OFFENSE

canbe envisioned
alongfourlines.

First, space-based sensors might be used to seek out and direct attack on
relocatableor mobile targets:air defense radars,mobilemissiles,mobile (even
airborne) command posts, etc. A second elaborationwould be a means by
which to assess the damage to an opponent froman initial nuclear strike
and to re-strikewhatevertargetssurvived. One such scheme would use data
fromthe Nuclear Detection System aboard Navstar GPS to observe detonations of U.S. weapons over the Soviet Union and to "fillin the blanks" where
expected detonations did not occur due to the imperfectreliabilityof U.S.
missiles. Two-on-one targetingof silos and other hardened targetswould
thenbe unnecessary. A more sophisticatedidea would involve placing small
radio transmittersaboard U.S. reentryvehicles (RVs).9 The transmitters

8. Seawater is opaque to all but VLF and ELF radio frequencies,used forcommunicationsto
submarinestoday, and to blue-greenvisible light. In the blue-greenlaser scheme, a laser beam
originatingon a satelliteor reflectedfroma space-based mirrorwould be directedat a spot on
the ocean and modulated in accordance with the message to be transmitted.Aftertransmission
of the fullmessage, the beam would move and dwell on a neighboringspot and transmitagain,
and so on, eventually covering all submarine patrol areas. Optical sensors on the submarine
hull would detectthe message. The need to retransmitthe message at each spot obviouslylimits
the effectivedata rate possible with this scheme.
9. Richard L. Garwin, "Bombs That Squeak," unpublished paper. Future ICBMs and SLBMs
will be so accurate thatimperfectreliability,not imperfectaccuracy,will be the impetus fortwo-
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would emit a radio signal just before detonation, allowing space-based receivers to locate the detonation point preciselyby time-difference-of-arrival.
The precisionwould be so greatthatRVs landing fartherthan a lethal radius
fromtheirtargetsilo could be identifiedand a second wave of RVs launched
against those silos. Damage assessment would also support a "shoot-lookshoot" tacticdesigned to penetratea preferentialballisticmissile defense.10
A thirdoffensiveelaborationwould use satellitenavigationto reduce missile
guidance errorsto 10s ratherthan 100s of feet,ushering in "useable" lowyield strategicnuclear weapons and even nonnuclear strategicweapons.1"
Satellitenavigation could also reduce the cost of Midgetman missiles which
must otherwiseeach carryan expensive guidance systemto have silo-killing
accuracy.12The fourthcategory of hypotheticalelaborations to the nuclear
offensecomprises the space-based components of all the countermeasures
the offensewill need to compete with "Star Wars" defenses. Though these
elaborationscannot be specifiedwithout specifyingthe type of defense systemdeployed, theywould be akin to the short-rangeattackmissiles(SRAMs),
cruise missiles, stealth and other electroniccountermeasures (ECM), and
ICBMs that were the elaborations made to U.S. offenseof the 1950s, based
upon the high-flyingbomber, when the Soviet Union improved its air defenses. In the "Star Wars" case the space-based components of penetration
systems might include orbitingjammers, shields, decoy dispensers, and
ASATs.
NUCLEAR DEFENSE
includes all the beam and kineticenergy weapons, together with their sensors, discussed in the StrategicDefense Initiative.13
Orbiting radars or infraredsensors for trackingaircraft,and laser battle
stationsto attackthem, mightbe components of a futureair defense against
intercontinental
bombers. Last, this categoryincludes still-hypothetical
sensors for locating and trackingstrategicmissile submarines through their
hydrodynamic,thermal,or other signatures.
on-one targeting.The value of locating detonations extremelypreciselycan thereforebe questioned.
10. See Ashton B. Carter and David N. Schwartz, eds., BallisticMissile Defenise(Washington,
D.C.: Brookings,1984), chapter4.
11. The reentryvehicle could take a navigation "fix" shortlybeforereentryand then adjust its
course enroute to the target.Terminal guidance akin to that used on U.S. cruise missiles, on
the otherhand, would probably not require satellitesupport.
12. Radio beacon guidance also obviates the need to stabilizeand initializethe inertialguidance
systemafterit has been jostled in moving about its deploymentarea.
13. For a discussion of these directed-energyweapons, see Ashton B. Carter,DirectedEnergy
MissileDefensein Space,U.S. Congress Officeof TechnologyAssessment (OTA-BP-ISC-26),1984.
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a vast categorythat ranges fromthe
monitoringof rear areas (akin to peacetime strategicintelligence)to detailed
participation in battlefield operations-locating targets, guiding "smart"
weapons to them, and relayingvoice and data traffic.
ANTI-SATELLITE
(ASAT) AND SATELLITE DEFENSE (DSAT) comprise all the paraphernalia of a militarycompetitionin space: 1) mines, directed-energy
weapons, kinetic energy weapons, jammers, and ECM pods to destroy or fool
enemy satellites;2) defensiveescortsforfriendlysatellites,carryingjammers,
decoys, shields, or weapons to fightoffASATs; and 3) space-trackingand
identificationsensors forASAT, DSAT, and treatymonitoring.
SPACE-TO-EARTH
WEAPONS discussed fromtimeto timeinclude beam weapons, orbitingnuclear-and conventionallyarmed reentryvehicles (RVs), and
electromagneticpulse (EMP) generators.Space-to-earthbeam weapons have
to contend with atmosphericattenuation,which rules out most types, and
with the abundant shielding available to terrestrialtargets. Nuclear-armed
RVs stored in space have never competed in terms of cost, accuracy, or
command and controlwith RVs stored in the noses of ICBMs.
HUMAN PRESENCE
IN SPACE. The perennial question of the militaryutility
of staffedspacecraftreally should be divided into two questions. First,are
theremilitaryspace missions that can only be done or done much betterby
human beings? Second, do such missions requirea continuallystaffedspace
station or just a space shuttlecapable of periodic visits?A thirdquestion is
whether the militarywill find uses fora space stationif it is justified,built,
and paid for by the civilian space program. This third question is easily
answered in the affirmativeand is sometimes confused with the firsttwo
questions, even though it does not address itselfto the truemilitaryrequirements forstaffedspacecraft.
Human beings can performvaried, innovative,and subtle functionsthat
cannot yetbe mechanized. It also appears thathumans can operate efficiently
in space forat least six months withoutphysical harm. But humans require
life support, safety,and reentrysystemsthat are expensive and heavy, and
they need a habitat spacious enough to keep them physicallyand mentally
healthy. Motions caused by humans moving about in the cabin can impair
certainkinds of surveillance. Radiation is also a serious limitation:humans
are about 100 times more susceptibleto harm than ordinaryspace equipment
and about 10,000 times more susceptible than hardened electronics.Operation in the radiationbelts formore than a shortperiod is impossible, and in
the polar orbitsmost useful forearth surveillance,protons fromsolar flares
SUPPORT

TO CONVENTIONAL

FORCES

iS
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would expose even shielded humans to radiationdoses farin excess of those
permittedforterrestrialworkers. Needless to say, staffedmilitaryspacecraft
would be very vulnerable to radiation fromnearby nuclear bursts and also
to radiation from distant detonations that got trapped in space by earth's
magneticfield.
Continuous coverage and redundancy are usually more importantthan
complexityfor militaryspacecraftanyway, so many unstaffedsatellitescan
be the obvious preferenceto a few staffedspacecraft.Satelliterepair,replenishment,and assembly,identifiedby NASA as available froma space station,
can also be accomplished fromthe shuttle. If necessary,the shuttlecan be
equipped with supplies to allow it to remain on orbitforlonger periods than
it now can. Since the space station would be in inclined LEO and most
militarysatellites are in GEO or polar LEO, fetchingthe satellites to be
repaired requires orbit transfervehicles that need themselves to be refurbished on orbit.Repair will not pay foritselfunless the number of candidate
space systems to be repaired is large. GEO satelliteshave lifetimesof 7-10
years afterwhich users usually wish to launch improvedmodels ratherthan
repair old ones. Photoreconnaissance satellites could profitfrom periodic
refueling,since they use propellant to compensate for atmospheric drag
experienced in theirlow orbitsand to adjust theirground tracksfortimely
viewing of importantreconnaissance targets.Assembly of large space structures frommany small units transportedseparatelyto space has some theoreticalattractiveness,but there is as yet no identifiedmilitaryneed forit.
And assembly,like repair,mightbe betteraccomplished froma shuttlethan
froma space station. For all these reasons, the Departmentof Defense and
the intelligencecommunitygreeted the NASA space station rathercoolly.14
Once NASA has made the investment,however, militaryusers are certain
to findthe stationconvenientforsome purposes.
Some of the futuremilitaryuses of space described above are technically
fanciful,and some address militaryproblems of peripheralconcern,but an
importantreason that some of them have not gained popularity or been
deployed already is thattheyhave been judged too vulnerableto destruction
by ASATs. ASAT limitationsmightencourage ratherthan discourage some
of these deployments.
14. Reportof the USAF Scientific
on thePotentialMilitaryUtility
AdvisoryBoardAd Hoc Committee
ofa Manned Space Station,June 1983.
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ASAT Today:SeparatingMeans fromEnds
Analyses of ASAT frequentlysituate themselves in a hypotheticalfuture
world of advanced and exoticASAT and DSAT technologies.Though looking
ahead is necessary where policy decisions will have long-livedeffects,there
are dangers in this method of analysis. First,it focuses on the destructionof
satellitesrather than the disruption of space missions.Some satellites can
accomplish vital missions even though they are vulnerable: peacetime intelligence satellitesand nuclear warning satellitesare in this category.Furthermore, some space missions can be disrupted most easily without touching
the satellite, e.g., by deceiving sensors or by attacking ground stations.
Second, a review of futuretechnologysuggests whatASATs mightbe able
to do, but not whether,
why,or whenthey mightactuallybe used. Unlikely,
attack scenarios based solely on technicalcapurposeless, or out-of-context
pabilitydistractattentionfromthe genuinelydangerous ASAT issues. Third,
focus on the technologicalfuturerisks the analyticalerrorof posing tomorrow's threatsto today's satellite,which stands no chance of survivalbecause
it was not designed to face them. Fourth,vu-graph analyses gloss over the
many operational complexitiesand minortechnicalannoyances that end up
looming large in actual fielded systems. To avoid these four pitfalls,it is
worthwhilegroundingthe discussion of the ASAT issue firmlyin the present
beforesettingout into the future.
CURRENT

MEANS

TO DISRUPT

SATELLITES

An undisclosed number of Soviet ASAT vehicles, presumablya handful or less, stand hours away fromlaunch at Tyuratam,with
more no doubt able to be prepared in the weeks or months of tension
preceding the circumstancesin which they would actually be used. Going
on the basis of propulsion alone and the apparent requirementthat the
interceptbe co-orbital(i.e., unlike the nascent U.S. ASAT, which needs only
be in the same place at the same time as its quarry,the Soviet ASAT must
furthermorebe going in the same direction and at the same speed), the
Soviet ASAT can destroyall U.S. satellites-photoreconnaissance, TRANSIT
navigation,DMSP weather,and anythingelse-below about 2000 km altitude
in polar orbits,with a greateraltitude capabilityat lesser inclinations(see
Table 5). Propulsion alone does not give a veryvivid pictureof thisweapon's
limitations,however. These will be touched on below.
THE

SOVIET

ASAT.
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Table 5.

Characteristics of CurrentASAT Intercept Systems

Spacetrack
Support
Launch Site
Propulsive Velocity
Increment
Ascent Guidance
Homing Guidance
Warhead

Soviet ASAT

U.S. ASAT

Ground-based radars

Ground-based radars

Ground
8-9 km/sec

Air
4-5 km/sec

Ground command
Radar (or Optical)
Fragment

Inertial
Long-Wave Infrared
Impact

Since the present was chosen for definiteness,the developmental U.S.
ASAT should be leftout of the picture,though with the months of growing
tension that would probably precede its use it mightquicklybe made operational. It will have roughly the same capabilityagainst circularorbitsthat
the Soviet ASAT has. But the fact that it is not co-orbitalhas two consequences: first,it need not maneuver into its target'sorbitbut only cross that
orbit,so it completes its attackmore quickly;second, it can in principleattack
Soviet missile warning and communicationssatellitesin Molniya orbits as
theyswoop down low over the southernhemisphere,ifmoved fromitsbases
in the northernhemisphere. The Soviet ASAT can reach the perigee altitude
of Molniya satellitesbut cannot match theirspeed when it gets there;yet, to
home on its target,the Soviet ASAT must close on its targetat low speedthis is the meaning of "co-orbital."
These observations, based purely on propulsive characteristics,obscure
some operational complexities,namely the timingconstraintsimposed by
orbitphasing, the placementof space trackingradarscrucialforprogramming
the ASAT with its target's orbital parameters,and the possibilitythat the
targetwill maneuver out of harm's way. These operational constraintsare
too complex to go into at length here, but theymean that an engagementis
considerably more complex than suggested by propulsion characteristics
alone. Operational constraintswill be touched on brieflybelow.
The Soviet Union possesses boosters capable of liftingthe heavy Soviet
ASAT to geosynchronous orbit,but the duration of the ascent alone makes
attack on geosynchronous satellitesby this method a dubious proposition.
By normal transferellipse, the ascent froma LEO parkingorbitwould take
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fivehours, and even with an enormous propulsive effort-essentiallya second booster launch from LEO (11 km per second velocity change)-the
journey would take an hour. Once at geosynchronous altitude, the Soviet
ASAT would have to have yet furtherpropulsion to give it the speed it
requires to home on its quarry.Such a conspicuous and protractedattackon
a warning satellitewould, of course, constitutea kind of warningin its own
right.15
ABM SYSTEMS.
The Galosh exoatmosphericanti-ballisticmissile (ABM) interceptordeployed outside Moscow can climbto several hundred kilometers
altitude, where its multi-megatonnuclear warhead could harm normal satellites hundreds of kilometersaway.16The U.S. has tested its nonnuclear
Homing Overlay ExperimentexoatmosphericBMD interceptoragainst ICBM
RVs in interceptsat orbital altitudes. The U.S. also possesses old Spartan
interceptorsleftover fromthe Safeguard ABM system. If the Soviet Union
had tested but never deployed such ABM systems,the U.S. would need to
be concerned about theirappearance in an ASAT role. But the Soviets are
able to monitorU.S. programsbetter,and theyprobablyhave a cleareridea
of the present status of HOE and Spartan.
ICBMS AND SLBMS loftwarheads to apogee altitudesof over 1400 km, where
if suitablyfuzed they could detonate in the vicinityof satellites.The use of
nuclear ABMs as ASATs is sometimes dismissed on the grounds that detonation of a nuclear warhead above one's own territory
would generate an
electromagneticpulse harmfulto one's own militaryon the ground below.
Whateverthe meritof thisargument,it does not apply to ICBMs and SLBMs,
since theycan be detonated on the descending ratherthan ascending portion
of theirtrajectories,when theyare over enemy ratherthan friendlyterritory.
Nuclear weapons used to attack enemy satellitesmight still harm friendly
satellites,however.
OTHER SPACE ACTIVITIES.
U.S. commentatorssometimes express concern
over the oft-demonstrated
docking abilityof Soviet spacecraft,and the Soviet
Union has professed concern over the U.S. space shuttle. It goes without
saying that spacecraft under attack could make life unpleasant for their
manned pursuers.
15. An ASAT vehicle designed forshortjourneys in LEO would also need to be outfittedwith
longer-livedbatteries,increased command link power, and other modificationsto be used at
GEO.
16. It is conceivable that, with proper radar support, Galosh could be used for ASAT with a
non-nuclearwarhead.
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Are there space mines in orbittoday? If so, theirexistence
has not been revealed. It is unlikelythat it could be long concealed, since
the mine would need to match its maneuvers to those of its assigned quarry
to stay within strikingrange. Multi-satelliteconstellationswould require a
mine next to each member.Only in GEO could a mine plausiblybe stationed
withina few hundred kilometersof a foreignsatellitewithoutcausing alarm.
There are some 200 militaryand civilian satellitesin GEO today, spaced an
average of about 1000 km apart. Somewhat less than half of these are still
active, and all have plausible missions.
GROUND-BASED
DIRECTED-ENERGY
WEAPONS. The Departmentof Defense has
revealed the existence of a large deuterium fluoridelaser at White Sands
Proving Ground17and the existence of ground-based lasers "that could be
used in an antisatelliterole today" at Sary Shagan in the Soviet Union.18 With
proper pointingmechanisms,the U.S. laser is probablycapable of damaging
Soviet photoreconnaissancesatellitesthatfocuson itsvicinityand ofapplying
warming,and thus potentiallydisruptive,fluxesto otherlow-orbitingsatellites. The U.S. has taken the importantstep of designing missile warning
sensors that observe infraredlight at wavelengths to which the earth's atmosphere is opaque. This would mean that missile plumes would not be
detected until they rose to the upper atmosphere, but it would also mean
that ground-based lasers could not blind the sensors. Other mechanisms to
protectsensors include wavelength-selectivefilters,and low-sensitivitysensors that survey a region beforethe main sensor and activatea shutterover
the main sensor's aperture. Satellitescarryingsensitiveradio receiversmight
be susceptible to damage fromhigh-power radio frequencytransmissions,
though this cannot be stated with certaintywithout knowing the precise
characteristicsof the receivers.
JAMMING. U.S. and Soviet satellites using UHF frequencies,and to a far
lesser extent SHF and EHF frequencies,are susceptible to uplink jamming
to a degree thatdepends on the details of the satelliteand its signal structure.
Normally,the "friendly"signal is enhanced relative to the jamming signal
Antiby pointingthe satellite'sreceivingantenna at the friendlytransmitter.
jamming techniques involvingthe signals themselvesare varied, but almost
all amount to reducing the data rate, essentially repeating the message
SPACE

MINES.

17. Gerold Yonas, "StrategicDefense Initiative:The Politicsand Science of Weapons in Space,"
PhysicsToday,June 1985, p. 32.
18. Soviet StrategicDefensePrograms,U.S. Department of Defense and Department of State,
October 1985.
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enough times to make it intelligibledespite the jammer's noisy interference.
The new U.S. DSCS III satellites are capable of detecting a jammer and
configuringtheirreceivingantennas to block it out. Crucial command links
that keep spacecraft functioningproperly must be jam-resistantand also
encryptedto prevent an opponent fromgiving disruptivefalse commands.
DECEPTION.
The Soviet Union is known to encrypttelemetryfrommissile
testvehicles, one of many non-destructivemethods forfrustrating
peacetime
intelligencecollectionfromspace. Electroniccountermeasurescould be quite
effectiveagainst targetingsatellitessuch as the Soviet RORSAT. In general,
demonstratingthe feasibilityof a remotesensing technique is just the beginning of establishing its militaryusefulness. For example, the many hypothetical schemes for locating submerged strategicsubmarines from space
must, if realized technologicallyin realisticsituations,be proof against deception-an area where the battleis yet to begin. "Making the oceans transparent" would likely not be the end of the submarine any more than the
air's transparencyto radar pulses spelled the end of militaryaircraft.
GROUND STATION ATTACK. Ground receivingand processing sites on U.S.
territory
are easy to destroybut, of course, requirehomeland attack. Fragile
above-ground facilities,especially those overseas, could conceivablybe vulnerable to jamming by agents and to attackby special forces.Mobile ground
stations are coming into operation for some U.S. satellitesvital to nuclear
operations, and satellites are being made more and more independent of
constant "care and feeding" by ground controllers.Political change and
Soviet militarypressure could close overseas ground stations.Crosslinkssuch
as those on Navstar GPS and relay satellitessuch as TDRSS are makingU.S.
data links independent of ground stationson foreignshores.
NUCLEAR EFFECTS. Quite apart fromdeliberateattack,detonationof nuclear
weapons above and at the top of the atmosphere induces a number of
disruptiveeffects:EMP effectson ground stations;damage to spacecraftfrom
enhancement of the radiation belts in space; blackout and scintillationof
radio uplinks and downlinks; and "redout" of infraredsensors. CurrentU.S.
space systems have foreseen and adapted to these problems in varying
degrees.
MATCHING

MEANS

WITH

PLAUSIBLE

ENDS

To illustrate the difficultyof identifyingASAT "scenarios" that are both
worrisomeand plausible, consider the case of photoreconnaissancesatellites.
In peacetime, the vulnerabilityof photoreconnaissancesatellitesis of no more
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consequence than the vulnerabilityof many other national securityassets,
and whatever stops the Soviets fromdestroyingthese other assets presumably stops themfromattackingsatellites,too. At the otherextreme,in a large
nuclear war, the uses to which the U.S. could put survivingphoto satellites
are somewhat ill-definedand exotic:damage assessment and re-strike,monitoringa stand-down, and so on. Even if the Soviet ASAT were dismantled,
the U.S. ground stationssupportingthese satelliteswould stillbe vulnerable
to nuclear attack,and the satellitesthemselves could be attacked by Soviet
nuclear-armedABMs and ICBMs. So the existence of an ASAT threat to
photo satellitesadds littleto the dangers of nuclear war.
In a large conventional war or small nuclear war, the U.S. can use photo
satellitesto surveyrear areas, monitorSoviet supply lines and airfieldstatus,
and so on. The Soviets would not welcome this surveillance,and in circumstances where they were killing Americans anyway they would have no
reason to spare unmanned satellites.So U.S. leaders must plan to lose their
photo satellitesat this point and do theirbest with airbornereconnaissance
(armed ifnecessary). The Soviets would lose theirabilityto observe U.S. rear
areas, too, since the U.S. would attacktheirsatellites.In peacetime, loss by
both sides of photo satelliteswould be a net loss forthe U.S., an open society
facinga closed Soviet society.But in wartime,the U.S. would also be a much
more closed society.In wartime,too, thereis no riskto the Soviets in "trying
out" untested "baling wire" ASATs (includingground-basedlasers) not credited by U.S. intelligencein peacetime. Such systems might not work, but
thereis no premiumon "high confidence"since thereis no penaltyfortrying
and failing.
That leaves a crisisor proxywar somewhere in the world. The U.S. would
have intelligencecollectorsof various sortsin the conflictarea, as would the
U.S.S.R. Which side would be "more dependent" on space-derivedimagery
would depend on the particularsof place and circumstance.Attack upon
any ofthese intelligencecollectorsin the conflictarea would be a provocation,
and interrupting
the flowof informationto the adversarywould itselfpresent
the indirectriskof dealing thenceforthwith an adversarywhose view of the
situationwas incomplete and unreliable. ASAT attack might have a somewhat lower "threshold"than attackon intelligenceships and planes thatrisk
loss of American lives and so mightbe somewhat more likely.But does this
added danger make an already-dangeroussituationthat much worse? It is
questions such as these that must be answered-for each space mission
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individually-before itis possible to say whetheranti-satelliteactivitieswould
materiallyworsen the dangers of superpower confrontation,or whetherthe
"ASAT problem" is a relativelyminoraddition to the wide varietyof opportunitiesforconflictthat already exist.
Missile warning is another space mission feared to come under ASAT
threat,but here again it is not easy to match ends and means. The U.S. uses
its warning satellitesto alertbombers, tankers,and airbornecommand posts
to escape from their airstrips;to support a decision to launch vulnerable
ICBMs under attack;and to assess the Soviet attackso the U.S. leaders could
base subsequent decisions on accurate information.Soviet leaders feeling
themselves driven to a nuclear strikepresumablywould have littleinterest
in disruptingthe assessment function,but the warning functionaffectsthe
number of warheads that would land on Soviet territory.
The Soviet leaders
would also be aware that the U.S. had SLBMs with which to retaliateand
radars with which to detect attack even if its satellites did not, and that
something unexpected could go wrong with their own missile attack. It
would thereforebe an exaggerationto suppose thatloss of warningsatellites
would loom large among the many factorsaffectingSoviet behavior at such
a time. Still, warning system vulnerability'scontributionto stabilityhas a
negative sign whatever its magnitude.
To take advantage of a warningsensor's vulnerability,
however,the means
of attack must be neithertime-consumingnor obvious. If the attack takes
time, surprise is lost. If the source of the attackis obvious, the attackitself
constituteswarning. Measured against these criteria,some ASAT methods
fail immediately.For instance, the oft-discussedpossibilityof the Soviets
launching their existing ASAT into GEO on a larger booster is not really
threateningto the U.S. satellitewarning functionbecause the ascent would
take several hours. Directed-energyblinding attack satisfiesthe criterionof
rapidity,but U.S. satellitescan and should be made able to detect,identify,
and reportsuch attackpromptlyto earth. It is also likelythat earlywarning
satellitesin high orbitscan be shielded quite effectively
against attackfrom
directedenergyweapons on the ground or in LEO. Even a space mine lurking
one degree away in the geosynchronousorbitalarc (740 km) and possessing
substantialpropellantwould stilltake several minutesto arriveat its quarry.
During this time on-board sensors or a distantspacetracksystemcould give
warning of the attack. With adequate attentionto the survivabilityfeatures
of its own warning satellites and some ability to keep space mines at a
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distance, therefore,the U.S. might have littleto fear fromASAT attack in
relation to the other means the Soviets could use to tryto achieve nuclear
surprise.
In the futurethe technologiesof ASAT attackwill change, but the problem
of identifyingplausible scenarios for their use will remain. To maintain
perspective on the ASAT problem, one must not be alarmed by the mere
capabilityto attack a satellite if a plausible reason for doing so cannot be
identified.A sensible winnowing of real securityproblemsfromphony "windows of vulnerability"is a major research problem.
OPERATIONAL

COMPLEXITIES

To illustratethe operational complexitiesthatmake simple statementsof the
capabilitiesof current-dayASATs potentiallymisleading, suppose the Soviet
ASAT sets out to attack the TRANSIT navigation satellites used by U.S.
submarines to initialize the guidance systems on SLBMs. The TRANSIT
satellitesare in polar orbitsat 1100 km altitude. The Soviet ASAT has been
tested at this altitudebut never in polar orbit;we will assume, however, that
polar interceptentails no extra difficulties.The five TRANSIT satellitesare
arrangedin fiveorbitalplanes about 36 degrees apart. The Soviet ASAT must
wait until the earth's rotationbrings the Tyuratamlaunch site underneath
the orbitof one of the targetsatellites.This happens about every two and a
half hours. Even if Soviet ASATs could be launched at this rate, it would
take twelve hours for Tyuratam to pass beneath all five TRANSIT planes.
During this twelve-hourattack on its navigation satellites,the U.S. would
surely become aware that attack was in progress. How useful is such a
capabilityto the Soviets?
Operational analysis of the existingASATs gets more complicated when
one considers the possibilitythatthe putativevictimmightmaneuver during
the engagement. The U.S. ASAT is provided with a tape detailingits target's
orbitbeforethe F-15 carryingthe ASAT takes offfromits base. The tape in
turn programs the inertialguidance system on the ASAT booster to guide
the vehicle to a predicted interceptregion. There, the miniaturehoming
vehicle uncaps its infraredsensor, acquires its quarry, and homes in for
impact. If the victimis not withinthe relativelysmall "basket" predictedby
the tape, the homing vehicle cannot find or attackit. This means that even
a small maneuver executed by the Soviet satellitebetween the time the U.S.
spacetrack system determines its orbitalparameters and the time of intercept-a space of several hours-will cause the interceptto fail. Of course, an
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orbitingSoviet satellitecannot affordto be manueveringthis oftenforweeks
on end, and the Soviets should not be allowed to know when the U.S. is
preparing its ASAT to attack. Frequent maneuvering would also disrupt a
satellite'sdata collection. But forshortperiods Soviet satellitescould almost
surelyevade the U.S. ASAT. A freshlylaunched Soviet satellitewould have
a grace period to collect intelligenceor performothermissions beforeit had
passed over enough U.S. spacetrack radars for its precise orbitto be measured. Maneuvering is probably an even more attractivedefensive countermeasure for U.S. satellites, since launch of the Soviet ASAT would be detected immediately,and two to three hours would pass before the ASAT
drew near to its target.
Future ASAT systems will have differentoperational constraints.At the
conceptual or vu-graphstage, it is easy to forgetthe constraintsof real fielded
systems. But these constraintsloom large when one comes to consider the
politicaland militaryutilityof ASATs.
ASAT vs. DSAT: The Technological
Future
A previous section surveyed the host of hypotheticalmilitarysatellitesthat
mightappear on orbitin the futureif accorded a sanctuarythere freefrom
ASAT attack.It is equally important,though hazardous, to tryto projectthe
outcome of a futurecompetitionbetween ASAT and DSAT constrainedonly
by the limitsof technologyand not by any bilateralagreements.
Satellites are in effectfixed targets,since theirorbitsare predictableand
frequentorbitchanges are impractical.A powerfularrayof destructivetechnologies can be hypothesized forASAT. If all or many of these hypothesized
threats actually come to pass, the generaloutlook for the survivabilityof
spacecraft,like forfixedtargetson land, is not good.19Though the result of
unrestrained ASAT/DSAT competition might not be a true "ASAT dominance" akin to the currentnuclear "offensedominance," many militarymissions will simply be driven fromspace because they cannot survive there.
They will have to be abandoned or fulfilledby terrestrial
alternatives.Boostphase ballisticmissile defense mightwell be in this category,the terrestrial
alternativesbeing midcourse and terminaldefenses. Large, complex, and
expensive satellitesin low orbitsappear worstoff.But a combinationof small
19. Fixed targetson land actually have the advantage of being located on sovereign territory
where the enemy cannot come near.
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size, low observables, hardening, proliferation,and high (even supersynchronous) orbitmightallow simplermissions to be accomplished even in the
face of an unconstrained threat. Communications with nuclear forces and
missile warning, two relatively"benign" functions,are happily in this latter
category.
Besides the traditionalthreats of jamming, deception, attack on ground
stations, and collateral nuclear effects,the futureholds three categories of
more explicitand determinedthreats.
DIRECT

INTERCEPT

The currentSoviet and U.S. ASATs are just the firstgeneration of direct
interceptASAT. Future models will be characterizedby six features:1) space
trackingnetwork to determine the target's orbit and choose an intercept
point; 2) launch site (ground, air, space); 3) propulsion capability(measured
by the velocity increment or "delta vee" imparted by the ASAT's rocket
motors); 4) ascent guidance, which guides the vehicle from launch to a
predicted intercept region; 5) homing guidance (unnecessary for nuclear
warheads); and 6) warhead (impact, fragment,or nuclear).
The homing system determines whether the interceptorneeds to close
upon its quarry at low speed and froma restricteddirectionor whether it
can approach at high speed from any direction. If the latter,the ASAT's
trajectorymust only intersectthe target'sorbitat the proper moment. If the
former,the ASAT must actually enter the target'sorbit.Co-orbitalintercept
takes more propellant, since the ASAT must not only arrive at the target's
altitude but must match its speed and direction as well. As these extra
maneuvers are costlyof propellent,theylimitthe orbitsthatcan be attacked.
An interceptsystem's capabilities are not adequately expressed by the altitude it can reach; the proper measures are derived fromits propulsive "deltavee" and the limitationsof its homing sensor. Orbitalmechanics also dictate
the amount of time it takes to interceptall the membersof a constellationof
targetsatellites.The "counter-rotator,"
"looper," and "node crosser"ofFigure
10 illustratethe orbitalmechanics shortcutsavailable to the ASAT planner.
The spacetrack network is the other crucial ingredient of an intercept
system. Space-based trackingsystems would avoid many of the limitations
of ground-based radars. A ground-based radar must wait until a targetsatellite passes overhead to measure its orbitalparameters;this happens only
twice a day fora targetin LEO. Furthermore,the pooled data fromseveral
sightingsare necessary beforea satellite'sorbitis characterizedwell enough
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Figure10 ASAT INTERCEPTSCHEMES seek to avoid havingto attackeach ofthe satellites in a constellationby a separate set of orbitalmaneuvers.The "counterrotator"traversesthe GEO belt in the "wrong"direction,attackingall the
satellitestherewithin12 hours(a). The "looper" climbsup to semi-synchronous orbitevery4 hoursto pickoffone ofthe NavstarGPS satellites,which
ASAT
are phased every4 hoursin 12-hourorbit(b). A batteryof direct-ascent
based at the northpole could attackall the satellitesin polar LEO
interceptors
withinthe space of less than 2 hours(c).
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to plan an attack;this process can take several hours. The U.S. and U.S.S.R.
have a limitednumber of radars, and they are not optimallypositioned for
rapid measurement of targetorbits. If the satellitemaneuvers to change its
orbit, the spacetrack process must begin again. Newly launched satellites
make several revolutionsbefore theirorbits are known precisely.Ideal positionsforspacetrackradars supportingLEO interceptwould be at the points
on the globe opposite the enemy launch site and opposite the ASAT launch
site. Satelliteslaunched froma ground launch site must pass over the site's
antipodal point no matterwhat theirorbitinclination,so a radar there will
be sure to view a newly launched satelliteon its firstrevolution.A radar at
the antipodal point to the ASAT launch site is certain of seeing the target
satellitea halfa revolution(about 45 minutes)beforeit passes over the ASAT
and can adjust its attack plan or abort the attemptif the targethas maneuvered.
High altitude deployment of militarysatellites, arrangement in many
widely separated orbitalplanes, irregularphasing, and satelliteproliferation
are all countermeasuresdesigned to forcethe ASAT interceptorto consume
propellant and time. Low observables ("stealth") techniques might conceal
certaintypesof satellitesin high orbitsfromspace tracking.Decoys dispensed
at the time of attack mightfool simple homing sensors, as mightelectronic
countermeasuressuch as radar jamming. But a decoy designed to mimican
ordinarysatelliteover long periods of spacetrackingobservationwould need
to stationkeepand emit signals just like the real satellites;it would be much
easier for decoys to match satellites that are themselves "stealthy." The
satellitedefender can always attackthe ASAT vehicle itself,its launch facilities,and the spacetracksystemthatsupports it. Reconstitutionof destroyed
satellite constellations is only worthwhileif the enemy ASAT system has
been incapacitated in some way; otherwise, the reconstitutedsatelliteswill
be destroyed as well. Perhaps the most effectivecountermeasureto direct
attack is to maneuver the targetsatelliteslightlysometime afterthe enemy
spacetracknetworkhas committedthe ASAT to a particularintercept"basket." Targetmanuevers during ASAT homing are also possible. These countermeasuresrequire the defenderto have a good alertingsystemto warn of
attackin time.
SPACE

MINES

The simplest version of a space mine is a radio-activatedbomb placed in
orbitnext to its target,but this simple model is just one in a wide familyof
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possibilities. The mine can contain a fragmentationwarhead or a nuclear
warhead, or it can home in on its quarryand ram it. The mine can be a laser
or other directed energy weapon which need not necessarilybe positioned
verynear to its victimifit is brightenough to attackfroma distance. In fact,
a space-based directed energy weapon can be thought of as a long-range
space mine.
A space mine need not even destroyits target.If its victimis a communications,electronicintercept,or radarsatellite,the "mine" positionednearby
Or it could be a dispenser of chaff,aerosols,
mightbe a jamming transmitter.
cornerreflectors,decoys, or otherdevices to frustrateratherthan destroyits
victim.Or the minefieldcould consist of a constellationof nuclear weapons
in LEO which, when detonated on command, would disruptpropagationof
space-to-groundradio links and create unwanted background for infrared
sensors. The only requirementof a space mine design is that the minefield
be cheaper, or at least not much more costly, to build and orbit than the
satellitecapabilityit is meant to deny.
Against space mine concepts thatrequireproximityto theirtargetsatellite
to be effective,the only clear countermeasuresare keep-out zones. These
can be set forthin internationalagreementsor declared unilaterally.Unilateral declarations,in effectlayingclaim to regionsof the internationalmedium
of space, need not be as obnoxious in practiceas theyseem in principle.The
U.S. placed its Vela nuclear burst detection satellitesin extremelyhigh supersynchronousorbits-five times geosynchronous altitude, or halfway to
the moon-in the 1960s, and no Soviet spacecrafthave since come near.
While the Soviets might wish to orbit supersynchronoussatellitesas well,
they could easily choose, say, four times geosynchronous instead of five
timesgeosynchronousyet stay a full36,000 km fromU.S. satellites.Concentricorbitalshells of alternating"sovereignty"are a practicalscheme forsemiand supersynchronousorbits.Such orbitsare "non-unique": thereis nothing
that makes one more desirable than the other, and there are plenty to go
around. Informalparcelling-outof these orbitscould be an importantvehicle
of tacitrestraintformilitaryusers of space.
Unilateraldeclarationswill obviously not work forunique orbitslike GEO:
nowhere else but in GEO will satellitesmaintaina fixedposition in the sky
to terrestrialobservers. Claims to this unique band would stand littlechance
of being honored. Likewise LEO is the only place forsatellitesthat need to
be near the earth. Molniya orbitis in certainrespects unique because it is
"stable": once placed in Molniya orbit,a satellitewill not driftout of the orbit
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under the influenceof irregularitiesin the earth's shape. More importantly,
Molniya orbits pass through crowded LEO. Semi-synchronousorbit is not
reallyvery special, as evidenced by the factthatthe Soviet Union positioned
its Navstar-likeconstellation(called GLONASS) some 1000 km below Navstar.
Keep-out zones forunique orbitswill likelyneed to be the object of specific
agreement. One scheme forkeep-out zones in GEO would divide the synchronous arc into 36 sectors 10 degrees (7400 km) wide.20Each sectorwould
extend from30,000 to 40,000 km in altitude. Twelve of the 36 sectorswould
be assigned to the Westernallies, 12 to the Warsaw Pact, and 12 to neutral
nations. Each bloc would have the rightto destroyintrudersinto its zones.
Occasional transitby foreignsatellitesthrougha zone would be permitted
by prearrangement.A nation would be allowed to position a satellitein a
foreignzone ifit submittedto ground inspectionofthe satellitebeforelaunch.
LEO and Molniya orbitspresent much more difficult
problems of definition.
LEO is unique and crowded, and Molniya orbitpasses throughLEO with
everyrevolution.A 50 km-radiuskeep-out sphere around each LEO satellite
and moving with it would give some protectionbut requires extensive coordinationamong nations owning spacecraft.21
The functionof a keep-out zone is to give a satelliteunder attacktime to
react, eitherby defending itself,maneuvering,deploying decoys and other
self-defenseaids, or, veryimportantly,informingits owners thatit is undergoing deliberate attack. If the mine was in fact a directed-energyweapon,
the size of the keep-out zone would be chosen to keep it far enough from
potentialtargetsthat a relativelylong illuminationtime would be needed to
deposit a lethal fluence. During this time the victimcould deploy shields,
shoot back, tryto fool the attacker'spointingmechanism,or radio home that
it was under hostile attack. The beam weapon mighteven be forcedby the
long range to consume a prohibitivelycostlyamount of energyon attacking
a single satellite. The size and effectivenessof keep-out zones obviously
depend on the brightnessof the directed energy weapon. Keep-out zones
mightbe policed by a spacetrackingnetworkaugmented with small radars
aboard each satellite.

20. Albert Wohlstetterand Brian Chow, "Arms Control That Could Work," The Wall Street
Journal,July17, 1985. For more details, see "An Agreementon Self-DefenseZones in Space,"
by Brian Chow, R&D Associates, Marina del Rey, California90295.
21. Ibid.
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Without agreed or tacitlyaccepted keep-out zones, space mines could
easily develop into the single most pernicious threat to a stable military
regime in space. The mine layer might be expected to show restraintby
excluding some of its opponent's satellitesfrommining,but when it comes
to threateningsatelliteslike missile defense battle stations or targetingsensors, the overt, trailing mine must be anticipated. Simply attacking and
destroyingovertspace mines positioned near one's satellitesis a policyoption
without legal warrant, at least as provocative as the deployment of the
minefield,and possibly impracticalif the mine layer persists in launching
new and bettermines. The space mine problem points up most starklythe
difficulty
foreitherside of relyingsolely on unilateralmeasures to protectits
satellites.
DIRECTED

ENERGY

WEAPONS

Whateverone's views of the potentialof directedenergyweapons forboostphase BMD, they should be taken much more seriously for ASAT. ASAT
attack can be mounted from friendlysoil, whereas boost-phase intercept
must take place from outer space and over enemy territory.BMDs must
handle many targetsin a shorttime, whereas ASATs need engage relatively
few targetsat a leisurelypace. The ASAT operatorpicks the timingof attack;
BMD must react to the initiativeof the offense. BMD must operate in the
most hostile circumstancesimaginable, whereas ASATs are just as likelyto
be used during crises and conventional conflicts.One factorin the BMD
satellite'sfavoris its abilityto accumulate over time more shieldingand selfdefense equipment on orbit than a booster can carrywith it at launch; yet
this shielding must protectit at all times fromall angles and be maintained
on orbit.22
Among candidates for space-based directed-energyASAT are chemical
lasers, nuclear-bomb-pumped x-ray lasers, and neutral particle beams.
Ground-based concepts include excimer,free-electron,and chemical lasers
(perhaps with mirrorsin space and adaptive optics), and pop-up x-raylasers.
The atmosphere is opaque to x-raysand neutralparticlebeams.23
In assessing the ASAT potential of directed-energyweapons of the "Star
the generalizationthat
Wars" type, one must be carefulabout transforming
an effectiveASAT into a blanket statean effectiveBMD system is a fortiori
22. Ashton B. Carter,"The Relationshipof ASAT and BMD Systems," Daedalus, Spring 1985.
23. Carter,DirectedEnergyMissile Defense.
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ment applicable across the board. High-orbitingsatellites facing directedenergyattackhave the greatadvantage of the vastness of space on theirside.
Consider, forexample, the ASAT potentialof a 20 megawatthydrogenfluoride laser "battle station" with 10-meterperfectoptics based in LEO. This is
about the laser brightnessthat the StrategicDefense InitiativeOrganization
would consider a good startfor the BMD role. This laser could dispose of
hundreds of ICBM boosters at a range of hundreds or a few thousand
kilometerswithin the space of a minute, unless successfullycountermeasured. If this laser's beam were directed at a satellitein GEO (36,000 km
distant),the received energyfluxwould be about 100 timeswhat thatsatellite
would be receiving from the sun. The effectof such illuminationon the
thermal balance, power system, sensors, and antennas of a present-day
satellitewould be serious. But properlydesigned spacecraftformany missions could be made to withstandsuch illuminationforhundreds of seconds,
ifnot indefinitely.A determinedsatellitehardeningeffortcould make spacecraftresilientto much strongerillumination.Hundreds of seconds of lasing
time might consume the entire store of fuel aboard the laser, making this
attacka costly one-on-one affair.Alternatively,the targetsatellitecould use
thislong illuminationtimeto deploy shielding,to deceive the laser's pointing
sensor, to counter-attack,or to alert othersto the attack. This is an example
of a case where full deployment of a nominallyeffective"Star Wars" BMD
would not be inconsistentwith rathergood protectionof GEO satellites.
Principles
forU.S. MilitaryExploitation
ofSpace
ASAT arms control faces two basic problems. First,ASAT attack on some
space missions is both temptingand relativelyeasy. Complex satellites in
LEO will probablyremain fairlycheap to attackin relationto theircost, and
if they are engaged in threateningmilitaryactivitiesthey will present an
irresistibletemptationfor ASATs. Other arms controlregimes have sought
to limitactivitiesthatwere less easy and less tempting.The ABM Treatyand
the SALT limitationsconformedto the prevailingtechnicalfactsthateffective
missile defenses could not be built and that offensivesuperioritywas unobtainable withoutlarge and conspicuous departuresfromthe status quo (if at
all). Militarizingthe Antarcticand stationingnuclear weapons in space were
not temptingenough to stimulateconcerns over "breakout" of the treaties
that forbade them. LimitingASAT might mean swimmingagainst the tide
of technological advance and militaryopportunityin a way that limiting
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these other activitiesby treatydid not. Covert ASATs and the possibilityof
breakout mightbe much less far-fetchedin an ASAT treatyregime than in
the ABM treatyregime. And, as always, the possibilityof covert threats
would work to the advantage of the closed U.S.S.R. over the open U.S. An
ASAT treatyregime could thereforebe technicallyand politicallyunstable
unless properlydesigned.
The second problem with ASAT arms controlis that not all uses of space
are benign and deserving of protection.An improved version of the Soviet
RORSAT less susceptible to non-destructivecountermeasurescould pose a
threatto multi-billiondollar carrierbattlegroups. If ASAT attackcan dispose
of this threatcheaply (the risingcost of the U.S. ASAT togetherwith other
sources of carriervulnerabilitymakes this unclear) and beforeit can be used
effectively
to guide Soviet air strikes(also unclear), the temptationto do so
will be all but irresistible.24
Paradoxically,any possibilityof sanctuaryfrom
attack will probably encourage the superpowers to place more and more
threateningsatellitesin space.
Skirtingthese two problems will be a challenge for negotiators,and the
resultingtreaty-if one ever emerges-will surely be quite complex. It is
thereforeworthwhileplottinga clear course of actions the U.S. should take
withor withoutASAT arms control.The next section hazards a guess at how
a complex ASAT treatythat faced up to the two problems mighteventually
look.
1) TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE MANY MEANS

AVAILABLE

TO IMPROVE

SATELLITE

SURVIVABILITY.
The survivabilityfeaturesof satelliteson orbittoday are not
a good indication of what is possible at relativelymodest cost. No arms

24. Of course, certainU.S. militaryusers of space mightbe willingon purely militarygrounds
to trade wartimesurvival of Soviet satellitesforthe protectionof U.S. satellites.Indeed, some
analysts argue in favorof a U.S. interestin ASAT arms controlby alleging a militaryadvantage
to the U.S. in a treatyregime.Theirargumentholds thatthe U.S. profitsmorefromor "depends"
more on space than the U.S.S.R. This argumentseems to the author to be an unsteady foundation forU.S. policy.It is truethatthe U.S. and Soviet militaryspace programsdiffersomewhat
in style,technology,and missions emphasized. But itis difficult
to gauge the militaryimportance
of these asymmetries.They have different
significancein different
scenarios. In certainrespects,
the asyrnmetriesare becoming less pronounced with the passage of time; in any event, they
cannot be confidentlypredicted to persist into the future.Furthermore,arms control offers
uncertain protection for precisely those satellite functions-e.g., photoreconnaissance-on
which the U.S. is supposedly more dependent. If the arms controlprovisions are not clearly
defined and verifiable,one must also consider the possibilityof asymmetriccompliance and its
contributionto the calculus of relative"advantage." It is true,however, thatU.S. militaryusers
of space support are rarelyheard fromin the ASAT debate, in part because of securityrestrictions.
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controlprovisions can protecta satellitewhose designers have leftit open to
"cheap shots." Adequate satellitesurvivabilityprogramsare not an alternafor,effectivearms control. To the extent
tive to, but a necessaryprecondition
that satellites can be made immune to all but elaborate, verifiablethreats,
ASAT limitationswill be meaningful.The abilityto detect attack can be a
deterrenteven if the attackcannot be prevented.
The unclassified Navstar Global Positioning System displays the kind of
features,available at reasonable cost, that can make attackmuch more difficult,time-consuming,and conspicuous (see Table 6). Though a complete
descriptionof these spacecraftis not possible in unclassifiedform(and the
design has evolved somewhat over time), a 1980 descriptionby the builder
Each GPS satellite,according to
serves the present purpose of illustration.25
this description,carriesthreepayloads: a navigationbeacon, a nuclear burst
sensor, and a simple communicationstransponder(part of the AFSATCOM
system geared to emergency communications in nuclear war). Navstar's
constellationconsists of 18 satellitesplus several spares. Its abilityto supply
useful navigation and nuclear burst data degrades gradually as the number
of satellitesis reduced, so thateven withas few as 6 satellitesleft,the system
service.
would continue to provide users with useful, if intermittent,
The fact that Navstar is arranged in six widely separated orbital planes
makes the interceptionof a large number of satellitestime-consuming.The
constellationhas slight phasing irregularitiesto frustrateorbitalmechanics
shortcutslike the "looper" of Figure 10. The satellites are widely enough
separated that two of them cannot be destroyedby a single nuclear detonation, so even nuclear interceptrequires one-on-one attack. A modest onboard propulsion systemmightallow the satellitesto maneuverout ofharm's
way. The nearest satellites to the Navstar constellationare the members of
the similarSoviet GLONASS system,some 1000 km lower in a similarconstellation.A constellationof 18 space mines emplaced next to each Navstar
satellitewould be easily interpretedas a hostile deployment (though U.S.
options forresponse to such miningare less clear). Finally,Navstar satellites
are designed to resist the warmingeffectsof distantlasers.
Navstar's ground stations trackthe satellitesand transmittheirpositions
to the satellites. The satellites in turn broadcast this data to users on the
ground, who need to know the satellite'sexact position in order to calculate
theirown. Certainground stationequipmentwill be deployed in mobile vans
25. "GPS Secondary Payloads Executive SummaryReport," Rockwell InternationalSpace Systems Group, June,1980.
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Table 6.

NAVSTAR SurvivabilityFeatures

Attack Method
Intercept

Laser
Mines
Ground segment destruction

Electronic attack

Nuclear effects

Protective Measures
Graceful degradation
Many planes
Irregularphasing
On-orbitspares
Nuclear hardening
Propulsion module (?)
Resistant to warming
Unique orbit
Crosslinks
Mobile ground stations
Satellite autonomy
NDS receiver on airborne command posts
Encryptionvia pseudorandom noise sequence
Uplink anti-jam via AFSATCOM SCT and
crosslinks
Downlink anti-jam via PRN, nulling antennas,
and spatial diversity
Crosslink anti-jam via frequency hopping and
antenna nulls
Radiation hardened satellites
Automatic re-startaftertransient upset
EMP hardening of receivers for nuclear users
Compression and coding for NDS downlink
data
Spatial diversity

to provide survivable ground support. The satellitesalso have radio crosslinks,meaning that a single survivingground stationcan communicatewith
all of the satellites even though most of them are over the radio horizon.
Similarly,data about nuclear bursts can be transmittedfromhemisphere to
hemisphere over the crosslinkswithout reliance on vulnerable ground stations. This data is partiallyprocessed aboard the satellites,and the remaining
processing is simple enough to be accomplished aboard the Presidential
airbornecommand posts: no survivingground stationsare necessary. Even
if all the ground stations that trackand controlthe satellitesare destroyed,
they can operate as a navigation systemautonomously forquite some time,
in part by helping to keep track of one another's positions through the
crosslinks.
Electronicattack on Navstar is also well guarded against. All data and
command links are encryptedso that the Soviet militarycannot easily profit
fromthe precise navigationbeacons or tamperwith the satellites.The "pseu-
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dorandom noise" encryptiontechnique also helps users protectagainst jamhave antennas that can
ming of theirreceivers. Some receiversfurthermore
"null" or block out downlink jammers. The uplinks are also well protected
against jamming by the way their signals are structured.The crosslinks
provide furtherprotectionagainst uplink jamming, since even if a satellite's
uplink is being jammed, it can receive over its crosslinka message uplinked
to an unjammed satellite.The crosslinksare in turnprotectedfromgroundbased jamming by frequencyhopping and by directionalantennas that will
accept signals fromother satellitesbut not fromthe directionof the earth.
The Navstar constellation is located in the Van Allen natural radiation
belts, so its spacecraftare designed to withstanda large accumulated radiationdose. The on-board computersare also programmedto re-setthemselves
ifa burstof radiationfroma distantnuclear detonationupsets theirelectronics. Critical nuclear burst detector data is processed on board the satellite
and transmittedin such a way as to pass ungarbled throughregions of the
ionosphere "blacked out" by nuclear bursts. Since several satelliteswould
be visible to a receiver at a time anyway, a receiver that could not "see"
througha blacked-outpatch of sky could look foranothersatellitein another
directionwhere the ionosphere was clearer.
All of these survivabilityfeaturesare incorporatedinto a satellitesystem
that will be fullyestablished in the very near future.Negotiatingverifiable
agreementsto protectthis satelliteconstellationis clearlymuch easier than
protectinga lone photoreconnaissance satellitein LEO designed for peacetime operations only. In the future,small and sturdymissile warning and
narrowband communicationsconstellationsin high orbitscan be made very
difficultto disrupt. New materials used in spacecraftdesign will increase
substantiallytheirresistanceto lasers.
To alert U.S. satellitesto
2) IMPROVE SPACETRACKING AND SURVEILLANCE.
attack,to support attack upon Soviet satellites,and to monitorASAT limitationswill all requiremuch betterspace surveillancethan the U.S. has today.
Time to react to threateningevents can be crucial, and opponents should
know that disruptionof spacecraftwill not go unrecognizedby the U.S. The
systemof ground-based radars and television-telescopesused forspacetrack
today can require several hours to characterizepreciselythe orbitsof newly
the
launched satellites, and the system does not follow minute-by-minute
hundreds of active on-orbitsatellites. Supersynchronousorbits are all but
invisible. A particularlyuseful systemwould seem to be the constellationof
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long-wave-infraredspacetracksatellites(recentlyabsorbed into the SDI with
changes and renamed the space surveillance and trackingsystem-SSTS)
that has been under study by the Air Force for quite some time. These
satelliteswould tracksatellitesas warm bodies-warmed by the sun and by
their electronics-against the cold background of space. By pooling their
data, these sensors could keep trackof many satellitesout to considerable
altitudes. Decoys and stealth measures to reduce infraredemissions might
nonetheless frustrateobservationof small satellitesat veryhigh altitudes.
Besides space trackingsystems, the U.S. will need improved reconnaissance systems to examine and characterizeforeignspacecraftand to detect
Soviet tests of interceptorsand directed energy weapons. Last, individual
satellitescan be supplied with small on-board radars to determinewhether
any foreignspacemines are sneaking up on them.
3) AVOID

DEPENDENCE

ON VULNERABLE

SPACECRAFT.

Space systemsassigned

wartimeroles should have to prove themselvesin termsof cost-effectiveness
and survivabilityor not be assigned such roles. Threateningsatellites deployed in a way that makes them inherentlyvulnerable to attack (e.g., in
low orbits)cannot be protectedby any treaty,and no treatycan easily survive
if such temptationsto break out of it are ever-present.
BACK-UPS TO SATELLITES.
Almost all of the missions
4) EMPLOY SURVIVABLE
performedby satellitescan be performed-not as well, perhaps, but sometimes adequately-by terrestrialsystems. Thus data relay, reconnaissance,
and navigation in the NATO theatercan be performedfromaircraft(in the
manner of some existing U.S. programs), remotelypiloted vehicles, and
aerostats (balloons). Sounding rocketscan also be used formeteorologyand
photoreconnaissance. And, of course, radars located on U.S. shores and
requiringstrategicattack to destroyare an effectivebackup to warning satellites. Even if the backups are not quite as capable as the satellitesystems
they replace, theirexistence mighthave the effectof reducing Soviet incentives to attacksatellitesin the firstplace.
5)

TO

MISSIONS

THE
AND

EXTENT

POSSIBLE,

SEGREGATE

NUCLEAR-WAR-RELATED

"BENIGN"

MISSIONS

FROM

FROM

"THREATENING"

CONVENTIONAL

WAR-

MISSIONS,
ON DIFFERENT SATELLITES.
This will give the Soviet Union
the opportunityto respect these distinctionsand to exercise restraintin the
kinds of threatsit poses to "benign" missions like missile warning.
6) PLAN TO ATTACK SOVIET SATELLITES TO THE EXTENT DICTATED BY U.S.
SECURITY INTERESTS.
No ASAT treatywill ban all methods of disruptingall

FIGHTING
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types of satellites. The U.S. thereforecannot avoid the responsibilityof
developing a serious and reasonable policytowardsattackon Soviet satellites.
The U.S. should not forbearto possess ASATs iftheyare of a typenot clearly
forbiddenby treaty,if using them would have an effecton Soviet military
capability worth its cost (and not just fulfilsomeone's idea of symbolic
strength),and if they are tailored to avoid threatening"benign" Soviet satellitesto the extentpossible. In the author's mind, these criteriado not justify
development of a high-altitudeASAT forthe U.S. at this time. On the other
hand, the U.S. should demonstrate the ability to give threateningSoviet
satellitessuch as next-generationRORSATs and "Star Wars" battle stations
a rough time in low earth orbit.
TheAnalyst'sTentativeASAT Agreement
The unilateral measures prescribed in the last section are by themselves a
good starttoward protecting"benign" space missions like missile warning
and a
and narrowband emergencycommunications.Between self-protection
modicum of restrainton the Soviet side, the most obvious dangers to stability
posed by ASATs mightbe skirtedwithout any formalbilateralagreements.
It is nonetheless worthwhileto search forlimitednegotiatedagreementsthat
would bringabout this resultmore cheaply and more predictably.Some sort
of ASAT agreementmightend up being a piece of a broader politicaljigsaw
puzzle regardless of its narrower merits, and it is thereforeworthwhile
surveyingwhat is technicallyand militarilysound and hoping that the politicalprocess can approximateit.
There are two common objections to ASAT arms control,as explained in
the last section. The first,stated crudely,is that "attack on satellitesis too
easy," meaning that many imaginable ASAT limitationsare not verifiable.
The second objection is that some satellitefunctionsare threateningand do
not deserve sanctuary-functionssymbolized,ifnot realized in fact,by RORSAT. The question before us is whether arms control provisions can be
devised that answer these objections and yet that provide meaningfulprotectionto "benign" space missions. It appears that there are indeed provisions that answer the two objections, even when these objections are stated
in theirstrongest,and thereforeundoubtedly somewhat exaggerated,form.
This section describes such provisions in a tentativeway. A much more
carefuland lengthyanalysis will be necessary to confirmthe value of these
provisions and to quantifythe details.
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Before addressing the two objections to ASAT arms control,we should
acknowledge a third. The third objection, raised by proponents of spacebased boost-phase ballistic missile defense, is that an ASAT ban that suppressed development of systems to destroy objects in space would also
suppress development of systems for destroyingballistic missiles passing
through space. That is, ASAT bans would add to the constraintsalready
imposed on the SDI by the ABM Treaty.It turnsout thatthis thirdobjection
is related technicallyto the firsttwo and can be answered in the same partial
way.
The key to devising ASAT arms controlprovisions that answer the two
objections, and also the third,is to observe that the objections apply much
more stronglyto attack on near earth orbit(NEO) than to attack on higher
earthorbits(HEO). Here NEO is definedto include Molniya as well as circular
LEO orbits, and HEO ranges from about 10,000 km upward. GEO is a
separate case.
The "easy" ASAT methods thatwould be hardestto verifyare most effective against NEO. The tested U.S. and Soviet ASATs are confinedto NEO
intercept.ABMs and ICBMs could be easily configuredforNEO attackbut
not forHEO attack. Keep-out zones are most problematicin crowded NEO
(and in GEO, a point to which we will returnbelow). Ground-based lasers
disguised as innocent facilitiesmust be more conspicuous if they are to
destroyhardened satellitesin HEO. HEO's vast size and range fromearth
make hardening, stealth,maneuvering,keep-out zones, and other survivabilitymeasures more practicalthere.
At the same time, many of the threateningspace missions that would
invite or even compel development of ASATs by the opponent would have
to be accomplished in NEO, whereas the benign missions of missile warning
and emergencycommunicationscan be accomplished fromHEO. The radar
signal returnedto a RORSAT-like radar satelliteis inverselyproportionalto
the fourthpower of its altitude: raising its orbit from400 km to 4000 km
would reduce the strengthof its radar returns10,000 times, making it even
more susceptible to jamming and other countermeasures.The resolutionof
ordinarycameras is proportionalto theiraltitude,confiningphotoreconnaissance satellites to NEO. The effectivenessof Star Wars laser battle stations
decreases in proportion to the square of their distance fromtheir targets.
Space-based kineticenergy missile defenses must be near earth if theirprojectiles are to arrive at a targetbooster before the end of boost phase. In
short,many satellitesthatwould participatein warfightingon earthdo their
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job best if they are near the earth. There are unfortunatelysome exceptions
to this proposition. For instance, the Navstar GPS satellitesthat would provide precision guidance to U.S. forcesin wartime are in high orbit. Signal
detection satellites that locate hostile emittersby time-difference-of-arrival
also need not be in NEO. The success of the proposed agreementwill depend
on whetherthese exceptionsloom large enough to upset the logic and offset
the advantages of the agreement.
An effectiveboost-phase BMD would also be a potent NEO ASAT, and it
makes no sense to imagine stringentbans on NEO ASAT coexistingwith
unbridled testing of Star Wars defense systems. A successful SDI weapon
must be lethal even to shielded objects at ranges of hundreds of kilometers.
But such battle stations would not pose nearly as serious a threat(in cost
effectivenessterms)to shielded HEO satellitesat ranges of tens of thousands
of kilometers. It is thereforepossible to imagine substantial protectionof
benign HEO satellites coexisting with development and conceivably even
deploymentof Star Wars battlestationsin LEO. Perhaps enthusiasmforSDI
need not preclude an interestin ASAT arms controlafterall.
The effectof taking a minimal approach to ASAT arms control-banning
only those ASAT methods that are clearly verifiable-is thereforeto offer
some protectionto hardened satellitesin HEO but to abandon NEO satellites
to theirown devices. Note that this is not a "high-altitudeban" per se. The
logic is not to ban "high-altitudeASATs" but to ban what can be verifiably
banned and then to observe that the resultis substantial-but by no means
perfect-protectionfor HEO satellites. In effect,NEO would be associated
with the air, sea, and land as fairgame for militaryactivity,and satellites
therewould have to fend forthemselves like all of the otherinstrumentsof
terrestrial
warfare.ASAT threatsto HEO would be constrainedfirmlyenough
to give protectivecountermeasures a fightingchance at protectingsimple
missile warning and narrowband communicationsconstellations.
In outline, the agreement that follows fromthis general approach would
only seek to ban direct interceptabove about 3000 km and stationing of
directedenergyweapons (includingmirroredlaser relays) above about 1000
km. Keep-out zones in semi-synchronousand super-synchronousorbits
would soften the space mine threat. (Establishingkeep-out zones in GEO
would be much more difficultsince this is a "unique" orbit.)The agreement
would notseek to ban all ground-based lasers on the supposition-perhaps
much too pessimistic-that the absence of modest-sized lasers could not be
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verifiedwith confidence. It would not place limitationson SDI "battle stations" in LEO. It would not seek the dismantlingof the currentU.S. and
Soviet ASATs or their LEO offspring.It would not deny the potential of
existingABMs and ICBMs to ascend to LEO and destroysatellites. Benign
warning and communications satellites in HEO would have to take selfprotectivemeasures against distant lasers and against distant space mines,
but this is a challenge the U.S. must strive to meet with its own satellite
survivabilityprograms.Meanwhile, RORSATs, StarWars battlestations,and
other threateningsatellitesin LEO would face the complete menu of ASAT
threatsthat they deserve.
To this basic scheme one can add any number of elaborations. Keep-out
zones can be devised for GEO. Ground-based lasers of modest brightness
mightbe judged conspicuous enough to be verifiedand thus banned. If SDI
is judged unpromising,space-based directed-energygeneratorsor relays of
brightnessgreaterthan that needed forlaser radar or other non-lethalpurposes can be banned. Another way to get at ASATs is to constrain the
threateningsatellites they are designed to attack. Since many "Star Wars"
weapons, space-based radars, and otherthreateningsatellitesrequirenuclear
power supplies, an easily verifiedban on nuclear reactorsin space might
have the indirecteffectof restrainingASATs.26Wide bans on ASAT use can
be added to narrowerbans on possessionand testing,as is common in internationaltreatyregimes. In short,the minimumASAT agreementconstructed
to conformto a strictinterpretationof the three objections can be expanded
to accommodate weaker interpretations.The interestingpoint is thatthereis
a coherentarms controlregime that seems able to accommodate the objections in theirstrongestform.
The proposed regime protectsU.S. militaryinterestsby allowing the U.S.
to develop and deploy ASAT systemsto destroythreateningSoviet satellites
in NEO and by taking a harsh approach to verificationthat bans only the
most conspicuous ASATs. The treatyregime does not prevent all types of
provocative activities in space-attack on a photo satellite for examplerecognizingthat many of these ASAT "windows of vulnerability"are either
26. The author is gratefulto Harold Agnew foremphasizing the potentialimportanceof limitationson high-powernuclear space power supplies. A problem with a comprehensiveban on
nuclear power supplies is that low-power generatorscan be an aid to satellitesurvivabilityby
eliminatingthe need forlarge, conspicuous, and vulnerablesolar arrays.The ban should attempt
to distinguishthe two types of power supply.
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overstatedor unavoidable. It does, however,protectthe key stabilizingfunctions of missile warning and emergencycommunications.Last, it precludes
the political abrasions and financialwaste of an unbridled, technologically
exotic,and likelyinconclusive ASAT/DSAT race in HEO.
To define these provisions preciselywill require a major analyticaleffort.
It is even possible that a detailed look will reveal so many exceptions to the
distinctionbetween NEO and HEO sketched above that the distinctioncannot be maintained as the grounding principle of a treaty.But if analysis
confirmsthe technicaland militarysoundness of this approach, even those
who emphasize the defects of ASAT arms controlwill be able to propose a
limitedbut meaningfulagreement.
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